
STEVEN WHITE PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOPS

“Control Your Camera... Control Your Outcome”

About the class: 

We are a very hands-on school so you will learn by doing! We believe that having fun
and keeping engaged is the best way to learn. This class is great if you're a total 
beginner or an intermediate. We get right to the nuts and bolts of photography, the 
same principals that I use, every time I take a photograph, whether it's corporate, 
portraiture, landscape, fine art, or just shooting for myself! You will learn how many of 
the different styles and effects that you often see and aspire to create are done, simply the different styles and effects that you often see and aspire to create are done, simply 
by how you control your camera relative to conditions. We will be shooting everything 
in manual mode to drive these principals home. This format lets you advance your
level at your  own pace, so even if you have taken this class before, you can pick up 
right where you left off so that you can always take your photography to the next level!

You will also learn some great basics on composition, storytelling, shooting in RAW 
mode, post-processing’s role, and many other supporting principals of great 
photography. The first step is to demystify the camera and what it's actually doing photography. The first step is to demystify the camera and what it's actually doing 
so that you can handle all kinds of situations to get the great photographs that you 
have always desired!

What to bring:

You will need  your Dslr camera and a tripod, any tripod will work but as sturdy as
possible would be best. You will also need a simple cable release or a remote trigger. 
It’s also good to have a long and a short lens, or a zoom lens that has both. If you
have any questions about your equipment, please contact me.have any questions about your equipment, please contact me.

Wear clothing appropriate for the weather and it’s usually wise to come prepared for 
changing conditions with a layering strategy. Sometimes we’ll go out for part of 
the class, and sometimes the entire class will be outdoors or on location. 

The first class will be primarily indoors with a short exercise outdoors near the studio.

Cost:  Just $135... for six weeks!

Go to:
http://whitesphotographyblog.com/swpw-information/ for:http://whitesphotographyblog.com/swpw-information/ for:

Links to an information PDF on this class
A link to sign up and pay for this class 
A map to our studio
And to read a little bit more about our philosophies.

Thank you and we look forward to seeing you at the studio for our first class! 
120 N. Michigan Ave. in Hastings

Creatively yours,Creatively yours,
Steve White

Please contact me with any questions at:

whitesofhastings@aol.com
https://www.facebook.com/stevewhitephotographer

  


